Included components:

1x Collapsible Umbrella Surface Mount Stand
1x Non-collapsible Umbrella Surface Mount Stand

1x Collapsible Umbrella Surface Mount Stand
1x Non-collapsible Umbrella Surface Mount Stand

1/4-20 x 2-1/4" Phillips pan head machine screw and 1/4-20 lock nut

1x each – Collapsible umbrella
2x each – Non-collapsible umbrella

Tools Required
- No.3 Phillips screwdriver
- 7/16 wrench
- Anchoring hardware. (4) anchors, 3/8" diameter, are required per unit. The installer is responsible for anchoring hardware suitable for site conditions. Corrosion resistant anchors are recommended.

NOTE: The surface mount stand is required with the umbrella when used with Charlie picnic tables. When an umbrella is used with all other Landscape Forms’ tables or picnic tables, the umbrella secures directly to the table support and the separate surface mount stand is not required.

ASSEMBLE WITH CARE! Pangard II® Polyester Powdercoat is a strong, long-lasting finish. To protect this finish during assembly, place unwrapped powdercoated parts on packaging foam or other non-marring surface. Do not place or slide powdercoated parts on concrete or other hard or textured surface – this will damage the finish causing rust to occur. Use touch-up paint on any gouges in the finish caused by assembly tools.

WARNING! UMBRELLA STAND MUST BE SECURELY ANCHORED. UMBRELLA POLE MUST BE FASTENED TO THE UMBRELLA STAND SO WIND CANNOT LIFT IT OUT, RESULTING IN HARM TO PEOPLE AND DAMAGE TO THE UMBRELLA.

PROCEDURE FOR INSTALLATION:

Note: Unit should be surface mounted with freestanding glides installed.

1. Place the unit in the desired position.
2. Mark hole locations.
3. Move the stand to allow access for drilling holes.
4. Drill holes at marked locations according to anchor manufacturer’s specification.
5. Complete the anchor installation according to the anchor manufacturer’s instructions.
6. With the umbrella upright, lift and lower the end of the pole into the stand.
7. Rotate the umbrella until the holes in the pole and stand align. Non-collapsible umbrellas have two alignment holes, collapsible umbrellas have one alignment hole.
8. Insert each screw and assemble the lock nut. Be careful not to chip the finish by over-tightening the nut.